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Abstract
We present a new method of computing the Schur index associated with an irreducible complex
character of a finite group over the field of rational numbers. The method uses the Isaacs–Dade
character correspondence to reduce to a subgroup of the original group.
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0. Introduction
LetG be a finite group, and let χ be an irreducible character ofG. The goal of this article
is to show that, under some assumptions on the structure of G, it is possible to compute the
Schur index m(χ) over the field of rational numbers without using Brauer induction for the
existence part of the Brauer–Witt theorem. (For background on the Brauer–Witt theorem
see [6].) The strategy is to identify a proper subgroup (or section)H of G that is guaranteed
to have an irreducible character with the same Schur index as χ . When this occurs we
will say that we have a constructive reduction of the Schur index problem to the smaller
group H . We begin by taking advantage of standard constructive reductions achieved via
extension of the ground field and Clifford theory. Once no more elementary reductions are
available, we try to identify a subgroup H of G that allows a further reduction. Such a
reduction is known to be possible if G is metabelian [2], or nilpotent-by-abelian, or if χ
is a faithful character of minimal degree [3]. In this article we describe a new constructive
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reduction that is based on the Isaacs–Dade character correspondence. In order to use this
correspondence we need to assume that certain sections of the group G are solvable, and
the reduction can be applied provided some conditions on character values and character
multiplicities for a certain section of G are satisfied. We conclude with some examples of
constructive reductions of the Schur index problem for faithful irreducible characters that
do not have minimal degree.
1. Known constructive reductions
For each prime p dividing χ(1), the p-part of m(χ) is equal to mK(χ), where K is the
p′-splitting field for χ . (ThisK is chosen to be the unique subfield ofQ(ζexp(G)) containing
Q(χ) for which [Q(ζexp(G)) :K] is a power of p and [K :Q(χ)] is coprime to p. Here ζn
denotes a primitive complex nth root of unity, for any positive integer n.) Since m(χ) is
the product of all the mK(χ) as p runs through the prime divisors of |G|, it is of no loss to
compute the index one prime at a time.
Applying Clifford theory to the appropriate simple component of the group algebra KG,
one can constructively reduce to the situation where G is K-quasiprimitive with respect
to χ . In other words, for any normal subgroup N of G, χN = d∑ησ , for some η ∈ Irr(N)
and integer d > 0, where σ runs through the elements of the Galois group of K(η) over K .
It follows then that every abelian normal subgroup of G is cyclic. By the standard structure
theorem of Philip Hall for such groups, this implies that the Fitting subgroup of G is
the central product of some extraspecial q-groups of exponent q (or 4 when q = 2) with
a group that is either cyclic, generalized quaternion, semidihedral, or dihedral. In any case,
it follows thatG has a normal subgroupF such thatZ =Z(F) is cyclic and F/Z is a direct
product of cyclic groups of prime order.
If we let A= CG(Z), then several facts concerning the characters of F , Z, and A that
lie under χ are well-known.
Proposition 1 [3, Proposition 3].
(a) χ = αG, for some α ∈ Irr(A).
(b) αF = dϕ, for some ϕ ∈ Irr(F ) and integer d > 0.
(c) ϕZ = eλ, for some faithful λ ∈ Irr(Z), with [F : Z] = e2, i.e., ϕ is a fully ramified
character with respect to F/Z.
(d) if K is the p′-splitting field for χ , then K(α)=K(ϕ)=K(λ).
Since χ is induced from the normal subgroup A, our assumption that G is K-quasi-
primitive with respect to χ implies that G/A ∼= Gal(K(α)/K). Since K is a p′-splitting
field for χ , we have that |G/A| is a power of the prime p.
In the case e = 1, G is either metabelian, or G is non-solvable. When G is metabelian,
then it is already p-quasielementary in this case and so the associated Schur indices can
be constructively computed using standard procedures (see [2] or [6]). If e > 1 then G has
normal extraspecial subgroups, which motivates the appeal to the Isaacs–Dade character
correspondence in what follows.
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2. The Isaacs–Dade correspondence and character values
Here we record the details of the Isaacs–Dade correspondence that we will need. Recall
that if Y is a subgroup of any group X and ϕ ∈ Irr(Y ), then Irr(X|ϕ) denotes the set of
irreducible characters η of X for which ϕ is a constituent of ηY .
Isaacs–Dade character correspondence [1,4]. Let A be a finite group with center Z =
Z(A). Let E be a normal subgroup of A that is the central product of Z with a single
extraspecial q-subgroup Eq of exponent q (or 4 if q = 2). If q = 2, then we need to
assume that E/Z is a chief section of A and that A/CA(E/Z) is solvable. Let φ ∈ Irr(E)
be faithful, and let λ ∈ Irr(Z) with φZ = qnλ, where |E/Z| = q2n.
Then
(a) φ extends to A;
(b) there exists a subgroup B of A such that A=EB and E∩B =Z, λ extends to B; and
(c) there is a bijective character correspondence from Irr(A|φ) to Irr(B|λ).
Remark. For our purposes, it is not enough to know that the subgroup B required by the
correspondence exists, we need to know how to identify it. This detail is provided in the
argument of [5, Section 7].
Given an α0 ∈ Irr(A) extending φ, and a β0 ∈ Irr(B) extending λ, it is easy to describe
the correspondence. By Gallagher’s correspondence, every element of Irr(A|φ) has the
form τα0, for some τ ∈ Irr(A/E) (viewed as a character of A). Similarly, every element of
Irr(B|λ) is of the form τβ0, with τ ∈ Irr(B/Z)= Irr(A/E). Restriction defines a (usually
reducible) character ψ of B/Z for which (α0)B = ψβ0. The correspondence τα0 → τβ0,
for all τ ∈ Irr(B/Z) is thus a bijection, determined by our initial choices of α0 and β0, and
the ψ that occurs will be unique up to multiplication by linear characters of B/Z. In this
situation, we will say that ψ is a character of B/Z arising from E/Z and φ.
We record the following facts concerning the character ψ .
Proposition 2. Let A, E, φ, Z, and λ, satisfy the assumptions of the Isaacs–Dade
correspondence. Let q be the prime for which |E/Z| = q2n, for some n > 0, and let B
be a subgroup of A satisfying the conditions of part (b). Let ψ be a character of B/Z
arising from E/Z and φ.
Then
(a) If b ∈B and ψ(b) = 0, then |ψ(b)|2 = |CE/Z(b)|.
(b) If one of |E/Z| or |B/Z| is odd, then there is a canonical choice of ψ , defined as the
unique character of B/Z arising from E/Z and φ for which the determinantal order
of ψ is a power of q and, when q is odd and Q is the Sylow q-subgroup of B/Z, the
unique irreducible constituent of ψQ having odd multiplicity is 1Q. Furthermore, this
canonical character does not vanish on B .
(c) If one of |E/Z| or |B/Z| is odd, and ψ is the canonical character of B arising from
E/Z and φ, then Q(ψ)⊆Q(λ).
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Proof. (a) follows from [4, (3.5)].
The first statement in (b) is proved in [4, (5.3)], the second follows from [4, (3.5)
and (3.7)].
For (c), we use the fact that Q(λ) = Q(ζ ), where ζ is a primitive |Z|th root of unity.
The center of Eq will be the unique subgroup of Z of order q , and so Q(ζ ) contains a
primitive q th root of unity ζq . By [4, (5.5), (5.7), (6.2)–(6.4)], the character values of the
canonical ψ lie in the unique quadratic subfield of Q(ζq). If q = 2 and |B/Z| is odd, then
the canonical ψ is rational-valued by [4, (5.5) and (5.7)]. Thus whenever ψ is canonical,
Q(ψ)⊆Q(ζq), so (c) follows. ✷
3. A Schur index reduction via the Isaacs–Dade correspondence
In this section, we assume G is a finite group with faithful character χ , p is a prime
dividing χ(1), and K is the p′-splitting field for χ . Suppose further that G is K-quasi-
primitive with respect to χ . Assuming G is not metabelian, we let F be the normal
subgroup of G which is nilpotent of class 2 and has index at most 2 in the Fitting
subgroup of G, whose existence is implied by Hall’s structure theorem. Let Z =Z(F) and
A = CG(Z). Let α ∈ Irr(A) satisfy αG = χ , and let λ ∈ Irr(Z) be the unique irreducible
constituent of αZ .
Suppose that E is a subgroup of F containing Z such that E/Z is a chief section of G,
and |E/Z| = q2n for a prime q = p. (Such a subgroup E is guaranteed to exist whenever
G is solvable and |F/Z| is not a power of p.) Let φ ∈ Irr(E) denote the unique irreducible
constituent of λE . If q is odd, then the Isaacs–Dade correspondence applies in A to the
section E/Z and character φ. If q = 2 we need the extra assumption that E/Z is also a
chief section of A, with A/CA(E/Z) solvable. (This is because an inductive use of the
Isaacs–Dade correspondence on A-chief sections between E and Z would require that all
of these have order an even power of q , which we cannot guarantee, and also because the
choice of the relative complement B in the correspondence is not arbitrary.) Assuming the
Isaacs–Dade correspondence can be applied, fix a relative complement B to E/Z in A for
which λ extends to B .
Fix α0 ∈ Irr(A), β0 ∈ Irr(B) extending φ and λ, respectively, and let ψ be the character
of A arising from E/Z and φ with (α0)B = ψβ0. Let τ ∈ Irr(B/Z) be the character for
which α = τα0, and let β = τβ0.
Let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of G, and let H = BP . Since q = p, it is routine to check
that G= EH and E ∩H = Z. (The case where q = p would be allowed in what follows
provided such an H exists with H ∩ A satisfying the requirements of the Isaacs–Dade
correspondence.)
Lemma 1. βH ∈ Irr(H).
Proof. We have
χZ =
(
(χA)B
)
Z
=
((∑
t
αt
)
B
)
Z
=
(∑
t
ψt τ tβ0
t
)
Z
=ψ(1)τ (1)
∑
t
λt ,
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as t runs over a transversal of A in G, which can be chosen to be a transversal of B in H
since G/A is a p-group. Since K(λ) = K(α), the λt characters make up a complete set
of Galois conjugates of λ in Gal(K(λ)/K). Since each βt lies over a unique λt , there are
|H/B| distinct conjugates of β in H , and so βH is irreducible. ✷
The main result of this paper gives the conditions for mK(χ) to equal mK(βH ), and
hence for a constructive reduction of the Schur index problem to H .
Theorem 1. Under the above conditions, mK(χ)=mK(βH ) provided K(β)=K(λ) and
p does not divide (ψ, τ¯ τ ).
Proof. By a standard argument (see [6, Proposition 3.8]), it suffices to prove that
K(βH )=K and (χH ,βH ) is not divisible by p.
Since G is K-quasiprimitive with respect to χ , we have that G/A acts as Galois
automorphisms on K(λ), with fixed field isomorphic to K . On the other hand, by the proof
of Lemma 1 we have that distinct H -conjugates of β are also distinct Galois conjugates
of β over K . Thus H/B acts as Galois automorphisms on K(β), and the fixed field
K(βH ) satisfies |H/B| = [K(β) : K(βH )]. Since K(β) = K(λ) and |H/B| = |G/A| =
[K(λ) :K], we must have K(βH )=K .
For the character multiplicity condition, we have
(
χH ,β
H
) = (χB,β) by Frobenius reciprocity,
= ((χA)B,β)
= (αB,β) since α is the only one of its conjugates lying over λ,
= (ψβ,β)= (ψτβ0, τβ0)=
(
ψ,τ τ¯β0β¯0
)
= (ψ, τ τ¯ ) since β0 is linear.
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. ✷
We should point out that in the case G=A= SL(2,3), we can choose α ∈ Irr(G) so that
mQ(α)= 2, but the β that corresponds to α under a canonical Isaacs–Dade correspondence
will have mQ(β)= 1. In this case the multiplicity condition of Theorem 1 is not satisfied,
and so this condition is needed. Note also that this α does have minimal degree, and so the
reduction described in [3] applies to it. The proper choice of subgroup for that reduction is
the quaternion subgroup of SL(2,3).
Our first consequence of Theorem 1 utilizes the known properties of the canonical
Isaacs–Dade correspondence.
Corollary 1. mK(χ)=mK(βH ) provided
(a) |E/Z| or |B/Z| is odd, and p does not divide (ψ, τ τ¯ ) when ψ is the canonical
character arising from E/Z and φ; or
(b) E = F , |A/Z| is odd, A/F is abelian, and p = 2.
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Proof. By Proposition 2, ψ can be chosen canonically if |E/Z| or |B/Z| is odd. By
Proposition 2(c), this canonical ψ will not vanish on B and take values in Q(λ). Since
βZ = τ (1)λ, Q(λ) ⊆ Q(β), and thus Q(α) ⊇ Q(αB) = Q(ψβ) = Q(β). Since K(α) =
K(λ) by Proposition 1(d), (a) then follows from Theorem 1.
(b) follows from (a) using the fact that when |A/Z| is odd, 1B has odd multiplicity in
the canonical character ψ [4, (5.3)]. Since B/Z = A/F is abelian, β is linear, and thus τ
is linear. Thus both conditions of Theorem 1 will be satisfied. ✷
4. Characters of non-minimal degree
One of the motivations of investigating the possibility of a Schur index reduction
using the Isaacs–Dade correspondence is to compute Schur indices for faithful irreducible
characters of G which are not of minimal degree. In the notation of Section 1, this means
that once G is reduced to be K-quasiprimitive with respect to a given χ , then this χ is not
induced from a character of A that extends an irreducible character of F . Here we present
some examples in which F is an extraspecial group of odd order.
Example 1. Let E be an extraspecial q-group of order q2n+1 and exponent q , for an odd
prime q . Let F be the central product of E with a cyclic group Z of order divisible
by q . Suppose G is an extension of F with the property that if A = CG(Z), then
A/F ∼= Sp(2n,q) and G/A is a p-subgroup of Aut(Z), for some prime p. Let φ be a fixed
faithful irreducible character of F . Then the Isaacs–Dade correspondence applies to A, and
the canonical characterψ arising in A/F from F/Z and φ is the character associated to the
Weil representation of Sp(2n,q) [4, (4.8)]. By Corollary 1, the character value condition
of Theorem 1 will always be satisfied. Hence in this basic situation, Theorem 1 gives
a constructive Schur index reduction for any χ ∈ Irr(G) lying over φ whose associated
character τ ∈ Irr(A/F) has the property that p does not divide (ψ, τ τ¯ ). (The best situation
for the reduction is when (ψ, τ τ¯ )= 1.)
Remark. For any τ ∈ Irr(Sp(2n,q)), τ τ¯ is automatically a “projective” character; i.e.,
its kernel contains the center of Sp(2n,q). This means τ τ¯ can be expressed as a
linear combination of the irreducible characters of PSp(2n,q) with non-negative integer
coefficients. Since a Weil character ψ is the sum of two irreducible characters ψ+ and ψ−,
where ψ+ is a projective character and ψ− is not, we have that (ψ, τ τ¯ )= (ψ+, τ τ¯ ). Thus
we can further simplify the condition in Example 1. One has to be careful in this calculation
because ψ is only unique up to an involution, and it has to be chosen to be the correct
character arising with respect to the fixed character φ.
Example 2. Consider the simplest case of Example 1, where q = 3 and p = 2. In this
case any character ψ arising in S = SL(2,3) from F/Z and φ has degree 3, and is
the sum of two irreducible characters of S, one of degree 1 and the other of degree 2.
Fix generators c, i of S = SL(2,3) where c has order 3 and i has order 4. The seven
distinct irreducible characters of S can be identified by their values on 1, c, and i . We
have Irr(S) = {1S, σ, σ¯ , γ , σγ, σ¯γ , δ}, where σ(1) = 1, σ(c) = ζ3, σ(i) = 1, γ (1) = 2,
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γ (c)=−1, γ (i)= 0, δ(1)= 3, δ(c)= 0, and δ(i)=−1. By inspection, γ〈c〉 = σ〈c〉 + σ¯〈c〉.
Since 1〈c〉 must be the unique constituent of odd multiplicity in ψ〈c〉 in order for ψ to
be canonical, the only candidates for the canonical ψ are σ¯ + σγ and σ + σ¯ γ . In fact,
replacement of φ with φ¯ will result in a switch of the associated canonical character, so
we may arrange our notation so that σ¯ + σγ is the canonical character arising from F/Z
and φ. With this assumption, the set of all distinct characters arising from F/Z and φ is
{σ¯ + σγ,1S + σ¯ γ , σ + γ }. Each of these characters does not vanish on S and takes values
in Q(ζ3), so the character value condition of Theorem 1 is always satisfied. Furthermore,
every linear character of SL(2,3) occurs as a constituent of one of these candidates for ψ .
Since p = 2, it remains to arrange that (ψ, τ τ¯ ) is odd for every τ ∈ Irr(S). If τ ∈ Irr(S)
has degree 1 then τ τ¯ = 1S . By choosing ψ to be 1S + σ¯ γ , we obtain (ψ,1S) = 1.
(Interestingly, the canonicalψ is not the correct choice in this case or the next.) If τ ∈ Irr(S)
has degree 2, then a simple calculation shows τ τ¯ is always 1S + δ. Again choosing
ψ = 1S + σ¯ γ , we have (ψ, τ τ¯ )= (1S + σ¯ γ ,1S + δ)= 1. Finally, δδ¯ = 1S + σ + σ¯ + 2δ,
and so any choice of ψ results in (ψ, δδ¯)= 1. Thus Theorem 1 gives a reduction for every
χ ∈ Irr(G) lying over φ. This is not the case when q = 5, since the irreducible character of
SL(2,5) of degree 9 satisfies (ψ+, τ τ¯ )= 2. For those τ that do not satisfy (ψ+, τ τ¯ )= 1,
one can still hope to find a subgroup of Sp(2n,q) that is well-behaved, as we do in the
next example.
Example 3. Let E be an extraspecial 5-group of order 125 and exponent 5. There is an
action of the group S = SL(2,3) on E with the property that the non-identity elements
of E/Z(E) form a single orbit. Use this action to define A = E  S, and let G be any
extension of A with G/A ∼= Aut(Z(E)). Since |E| and |S| are coprime, the canonical
character ψ will be rational valued with degree 5. This forces ψ = γ + δ in the notation of
Example 2.
If τ ∈ Irr(S) is linear, then the reduction in [3] applies. If τ has degree 2, then
(ψ, τ τ¯ )= (γ + δ,1S + δ)= 1, so the reduction in Theorem 1 applies. However, (ψ, δδ¯)=
(γ + δ,1S +β+ β¯ + 2δ)= 2, so both of our reductions do not apply. For this special case,
we can modify the ideas of Theorem 1 to achieve a reduction. Since δ is induced from
a linear character µ of the quaternion Sylow 2-subgroup Q of S, we have δQ =∑t µt ,
where µt runs through the three distinct conjugates of µ in S. Also, γQ = θ , the unique
irreducible character of Q of degree 2. If χ = αG, where αB =ψδβ0 (β0 a linear character
of S associated with ψ) then, writing characters of ZQ∼=Z×Q as products in the obvious
way, we have
αZQ = (ψδβ0)|ZQ = (δ+ γ )|QδQ(λ× 1Q)
=
(∑
t
µt + θ
)(∑
t
µt
)
(λ× 1Q)= λ×
(
3 · 1Q + 2
(∑
t
µt
)
+ 3 · θ
)
.
Let P be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G containing Q. Then (λ × θ)ZP is irreducible, takes
values in Q(λ), and (χZP , (λ× θ)ZP )= (αZQ,λ× θ)= 3. Since this is odd and G/A is
a 2-group, this gives a Schur index reduction for χ to the subgroup ZP .
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